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Does Academia Still Call? 

Experiences of Academics in Germany and the United States 

 

 

By Ariane Berthoin Antal & Jan-Christoph Rogge1 

 

Abstract: Given the significant transformations underway in academia, it is pertinent to ask whether the 

traditional notion of entering the profession in response to a calling is still relevant. This article draws 

together hitherto unconnected strands of German and Anglo-Saxon literature on callings, then analyzes 

biographical narratives of forty social scientists in Germany and the United States. The comparative 

analysis of the timing, sources, and nature of the respondents’ decision to become academics finds that 

almost all exhibit a calling orientation. However, their responses no longer correspond to the classical, 

passive notion; instead, callings in academia have become agentic. In the context of a wider societal trend 

to self-realization, academia has been transformed to an activity that people pursue because they want to 

rather than because destiny or an external force pushes them to make such a commitment. The 

recognition of the social nature of callings is underscored by the significance of professional mentors and 

family. The unexpected predominance of similarities in the cross-national comparison of calling orientation 

suggests that the internationalization of academic standards and procedures and the high level of 

competition for few positions in both contexts may outweigh the effects of culture and tradition.  

 

Key words: academic career, calling, agentic, Max Weber, vocation, meaningful work 
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Introduction: Questioning the relevance of callings to academia  

In 1919 Max Weber gave a stirring inaugural lecture at the university of Munich about “science as 

a vocation” (Weber 1946), explaining to the young students in his audience what a calling to academia 

entails. He described the need for complete dedication of one’s life to the scientific endeavor, and warned 

that it is a hazardous affair, without any guarantee of success. Weber’s notion of academic callings still 

resonates in academia today, appearing in lectures, publications, and conversations, thereby serving as a 

beacon for the ideal academic in Germany (Reuter et al. 2016; Kreckel 2013; Oevermann 2005) as well as 

in other countries (Hakala 2009). But how relevant in practice is this old, normatively-derived notion in an 

academic context that has changed so dramatically over the past century? 

Academics are witnessing an ever more rapid transformation of the system in which they work 

(Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff 1998; Gibbons et al. 1994). Among the changes are the introduction of New 

Public Management (De Boer et al. 2007), the entrepreneurial university (Slaughter and Leslie 1997), and 

the rise of quantitative performance indicators (Fernández-Ríos and Rodríguez-Díaz 2014; Wykes et al. 

2013). Furthermore, the trend towards the projectification of research management processes and 

structures (Packendorff and Lindgren 2014; Torka 2018) has also increased the proportion of short-term 

contracts (Waaijer 2015; Torka 2009; Kreckel and Zimmermann 2014). As a result, the academic 

profession, too, is undergoing profound changes that are affecting academics’ identity work (Flink and 

Kaldewey 2018; Ylijoki 2014) and their future orientations (Ylijoki 2010; Rogge 2015, 2017; Matthies and 

Torka 2019).  

In order to clarify whether the notion of engaging in academia as a calling is still valid in practice 

today, it is useful to look into the burgeoning body of work on callings in the Anglo-Saxon management 

literature (e.g. Dik and Duffy 2009; Duffy and Dik 2013). It offers helpful specifications about the 

discernment and nature of callings in many professions, but the leading authors in the field have paid little 

attention to academics (Austin 2002 is an exception). This gap is surprising given that, after religious 

orders, academics belong to the oldest profession associated with having a calling (Schiller 1972 [1789]). 

We therefore lay the theoretical ground for examining callings in academia today by first presenting the 

similarities and differences in the way the heretofore insufficiently connected German and Anglo-Saxon 

bodies of literature address callings. Then we confront the theory with the experiences of forty academics 

with whom we conducted biographical narrative interviews in Germany and the United States.  
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Our empirical objective is to clarify the extent to which the concept of callings is relevant for 

understanding how academics engage with their work today, and which factors influence the process. The 

combined bodies of literature lead us to examine especially: the timing of callings, their sources, their 

nature, the role of other people in the process, and the personal outcome in terms of physical and 

psychological wellbeing. We also explore whether there is any evidence of differences between the 

calling-related experiences in the two national contexts and between men and women. The theoretical 

objective is to enrich the conceptualization of callings by connecting the German literature with the Anglo-

Saxon discourse in the field, and by offering insights from the empirical material for understanding callings 

in academia and in other domains.  

Conceptualizations of academic callings in the German literature 
 

The groundwork for conceiving of academic callings in Germany were laid by Friedrich Schiller 

(1972 [1789]), who characterized the prototypical academic as an intrinsically motivated scholar who finds 

attraction and reward in his own diligence and is constantly searching for new discoveries and truth. He 

distinguished between the “philosophischer Kopf” (philosophical mind) and the “Brotgelehrter” (bread-and-

butter scholar) who is more interested in earning a living and gaining external recognition than in pursuing 

ideas for their own sake (Schiller 1972 [1789]: 322–324). In this vein, also in the early 19th century, 

Wilhelm von Humboldt (1903) envisaged academia as a humanistic community of “philosophical minds” in 

which scholars would combine teaching and research with their students. A century later Max Weber 

differentiated in his landmark speech between the external conditions of the academic vocation and the 

inward calling to science. According to Weber, the ideal academic “engages in 'science for science's 

sake'” (Weber 1946: 138). Science, for Weber, was not a “problem in calculation” but involved “one’s heart 

and soul” (Weber 1946: 135). In his view, the inner calling for science is necessary to endure the 

inevitable imperfection of one’s own scientific work. Moreover, he considered the external conditions, 

especially the long years of waiting before a final decision is made over one’s academic fate, which he 

described as the core of what he called the “academic hazard”, to be a test of the inner calling to science.  

Weber believed that “scientific inspiration depends upon destinies that are hidden from us, and 

besides upon 'gifts’” (Weber 1946: 136). He specified the relation between these two factors for scientific 

achievements: A calling entails an “inner devotion to the task” (Weber 1946: 137) that is an indispensable 

prerequisite for the gift of inspiration to bear fruit. Scholars like Karl Jaspers (1959 [1946]) continue in the 
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tradition laid down by Schiller and Weber by arguing that creativity and genius are “given” to some and not 

to others. More recently Ulrich Oevermann (2005) recognized that callings tend to emerge as a sort of 

experience of enlightenment in adolescence.  

Although Weber did not undertake research to underpin his speech about academic callings, and 

the societal context in which he was speaking to students and professors from the wealthy class is quite 

different from today’s, his notion continues to influence public discourse (Kaube 2017) and is a central 

reference in German empirical studies of academic careers (e.g. Haller 2013; Kreckel and Zimmermann 

2014; Reuter et al. 2016). Recent research has shown that the traditional perception of callings in 

academia still shape Germans scholars’ expectations about the nature of the commitment required, 

although the demographic backgrounds of academics and career conditions in academia2 have changed 

quite significantly (Matthies 2015; Hamann 2016; Janßen and Sondermann 2016). As a result, young 

academics in Germany today face a double challenge: they are expected to respond to the traditional 

calling to be a philosophical mind who is entirely devoted to academic work, while the new demands of the 

academic system simultaneously require them to act as an entrepreneurial self who seeks to maximize his 

or her human capital (Funken et al. 2015). In this situation, a recent study suggests that the young 

academics who remain optimistic about their future are those with the advantage of having supportive 

senior mentors and family members (Rogge 2015).  

Conceptualization of callings in the Anglo-Saxon literature 
 

The Anglo-Saxon literature on callings does not reach as far back as the German, but it has 

grown considerably during the past few decades, and it is quite different in nature from the German texts. 

There is no consensus on the definition of calling in this strand of the literature. Nevertheless there is 

general agreement that pursuing a calling entails “a personally or socially meaningful engagement with 

one’s work” (Dik and Duffy 2015: 305). J. Stuart Bunderson and Jeffery A. Thompson (2009) distinguish 

between what they call a neoclassical view on callings that emphasizes a sense of destiny and gift and a 

modern, secular view that mainly focuses on meaningful work.  

                                                      
2 For a thorough discussion of the changes in the German academic system from the 19th century to the 
present, and their effects on the differentiation and professionalization of academic careers, see Waaijer 
2015. 
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Another key feature in definitions of callings is the matter of timing. Whereas the literature in 

German assumes a calling comes early in life, the Anglo-Saxon literature admits a greater diversity in 

timing and has recently discovered that seeking a calling may be “an ongoing process rather than 

something to be discovered once and for all” (Duffy and Dik 2013: 429). Research on zookeepers 

(Bunderson and Thompson 2009) and musicians (Dobrow Riza and Heller 2015) show that people in 

these professions tend to experience strong early callings, whereas studies on most other working adults 

indicate that the process starts later and often takes an indirect path (Duffy et al. 2012; Hirschi 2011; 

Hirschi and Herrmann 2013). A useful distinction that has emerged in this literature is between 

“discerning” and “living” a calling (Duffy and Dik 2013: 431), thereby recognizing that there are two steps 

in the calling process, and that people may identify something they feel called to but may not find a job in 

which they can fulfill it. This recognition has led scholars to study the phenomenon of unanswered callings 

(Berg et al. 2010; Obodaru 2017). This line of research suggests that callings may be discovered and 

acted upon in different ways and at different points in a lifetime.  

Whereas most studies focus on individuality of callings, a recent study in the United States (Bott 

et al. 2017) notes the significance of support from senior professional mentors and from parents and 

partners to pursue a calling today. Also, there is still some debate as to whether the source of calling is an 

external summons or an inner directedness (Hall and Chandler 2005), which may mean a fit with one’s 

passion or competences (Duffy et al. 2014). Another related distinction in this literature is between a 

calling, job, or career orientation (Bellah et al. 1985; Wrzeniewsky et al. 1997), which is reminiscent of 

Schiller’s comparison between the “philosophical mind” and the “bread-and-butter scholar”. Individuals 

who hold a job orientation with a focus on financial rewards or a career orientation with a focus on 

advancement view their work as separate from the rest of life. By contrast, the identities and occupations 

of those who have calling orientations are inseparably linked (Berg et al. 2010: 974). 

A feature of the Anglo-Saxon literature that is essentially absent from the German literature is the 

attention paid to identifying the outcomes of having a calling. Empirical studies show that a calling is often 

related to positive outcomes, such as “greater work commitment and satisfaction, and greater life meaning 

and satisfaction” (Duffy et al. 2012: 295).  Recent studies have started to address the dark sides, noting 

that pursuing a calling can be a “double-edged sword” (Bunderson and Thompson 2009; Dobrow and 
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Tosti-Kharas 2012; Duffy et al. 2011). This new line of research resonates with the “academic hazard”, 

which, according to Weber, scholars must accept.  

 

Specification of research questions  
 

Connecting the German and Anglo-Saxon bodies of literature on callings, at this point we consider 

the following elements to be indicative of a calling orientation to academia: An inner drive (Berg et al. 

2010; Weber 1946) to devote oneself to an activity that is experienced as meaningful (Dik and Duffy 2009; 

Hall and Chandler 2005) and worthy of sustaining through often long and demanding trials (Weber 1946). 

In the absence of these features, and when the work is described primarily as a means of making a living 

or of fulfilling the need for advancement, we would characterize the person as having a job or a career 

orientation (Bellah et al. 1985; Schiller 1972 [1789]; Wrzesniewski et al. 1997) 

Whereas it is possible to formulate this working definition of callings to academia based on the 

combined bodies of literature, there are numerous features of callings to academia on which the German 

and Anglo-Saxon literature to date differ or remain unclear, namely: timing; source and nature of callings; 

role of others in discerning and living a calling; outcomes of callings; significance of different academic 

contexts; and role of gender.  

Our intention here is to explore it empirically by operationalizing the dimensions specified in the 

two bodies of literature in order to establish whether or not the notion of engaging in academia as a calling 

is valid today in Germany and the United States, and, if so, also to clarify whether adjustments need to be 

made in characterizing the dynamics of academic callings to reflect current realities. This study therefore 

applies the key dimensions characterizing callings to pose the following questions:  

a) Presence of calling orientation: Do academics today have a calling orientation? Or do they work 

in academia with a job or career orientation? Are they mutually exclusive or combinable 

orientations? 

b) Timing of calling: When do people discern a calling to academia, and what conditions affect the 

timing?  

c) Sources and nature of calling: What are the sources and nature of callings to academia today?  

d) Role of others: How do other people affect living and discerning academic callings?  
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e) Outcomes: What are the positive and negative personal outcomes of having a calling in 

academia?  

f) Context: To what extent and how does the national context influence the experience of 

discerning and living a calling?  

g) Gender: Do women and men experience callings to academia similarly, or are there gender-

related differences? 

Callings in Two Academic Contexts: Germany and the United States  
 

So far, very few studies have examined callings cross-culturally, for example between working 

adults in Germany and the United States (Hagmaier and Abele 2012) and between working adults in India 

and the United States (Douglass et al. 2016). Germany and the United States are useful settings in which 

to explore callings in academia today because they represent different models of the academic career 

path. The Habilitationsmodell in Germany and the tenure track model in the United States can be 

considered as two ends of a continuum, as two ideal types.  

The tenure track model affords young scientists the opportunity to engage in independent 

research and teaching at an early stage. This ideal type envisages a trial period of usually between six 

and seven years followed by a permanent employment contract (Kreckel and Zimmermann 2014: 57–60; 

Henningsson et al. 2017). The landscape of universities and colleges in the United States is structured 

vertically, with the research and doctoral universities at the top of the hierarchy (Kreckel and Zimmermann 

2014: 54). An assistant professor who does not receive tenure can seek a tenured appointment at a lower 

ranked organization.  

The career path in the Habilitation model rests on different core principles:  (a) the requirement of 

a post-doctoral Habilitation to qualify for a professorship; (b) the prohibition of internal appointments 

(Hausberufungsverbot), as a consequence of which careers can progress only by moving to different 

institutions; (c) the “Lehrstuhlprinzip”, whereby academic posts are clustered around university chairs who 

control the direction of research and teaching in their area of expertise; (d) the treatment of all academic 

posts below the level of professorship as training positions (Qualifikationsstellen), implying that academics 

in these positions cannot research or teach independently (Kreckel and Zimmermann 2014: 36–38).  
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Research design and methods 
 

A qualitative approach 
 

The Anglo-Saxon literature on callings is predominantly based on quantitative research (notable 

exceptions include Bunderson and Thompson 2009; Duffy et al. 2012; Hagmaier and Abele 2012; Bott et 

al. 2017). In most of the quantitative studies, and the few existing qualitative studies, participants were 

primed to think about their work in terms of callings (an exception is Bunderson and Thompson 2009). By 

contrast, we took a qualitative approach by conducting biographical-narrative interviews, using open 

questions to stimulate the respondents to describe how and why they came to be where they are in 

academia. The intention of this approach was to allow the respondents to use their own words and to 

choose their own angles in characterizing their paths, without biasing them towards concepts in the 

literature on callings.  

Sample recruitment and composition  
 

The primary criterion for participant selection was experience working in academia after obtaining 

a doctoral degree in the social sciences (broadly defined, e.g., sociology, political science, geography, 

economics). We decided not to study academics who would need a laboratory (e.g., experimental 

psychologists, natural scientists) in which to continue their work, if they so desired, because we wanted to 

include in the life narrative the possibility of continued academic activity during retirement. A 

heterogeneous purposive sampling approach was used to assure a diversity of perspectives (Etikan et al. 

2016). We recruited potential participants in our networks, at professional conferences, and through 

snowballing.  

The sample (see Table 1) consists of forty academics, half of whom work in Germany, and the 

other work in the United States. (Three of the respondents in the United States and one in Germany 

originally came from a different country.) To enable us to discover potential gender differences, an equal 

number of women and men was recruited in Germany and the United States. In order to observe possible 

effects of callings stemming from changes in the academic context over time, respondents were selected 

from early to late career (ages ranged between early thirties to early eighties). Different kinds of academic 

situations are represented in the sample by including various types of institutions (research and teaching 

universities, business schools, and research centers outside universities) and various contractual 
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conditions (tenured, tenure-track, other temporary contracts, retired). The sample includes people who 

had work experience outside academia, as well as people who went straight to an academic post after 

completing their degrees. A few respondents mentioned having a parent in academia, however many 

more of them described themselves as being the first in the family to study at a university, and they 

referred to having to work in order to afford their studies. In other words, the sample is quite different from 

the elite young men who attended Weber’s lecture at the university of Munich. 

 

Table 1 Demographic characteristics of respondents 

Characteristic Specification 

Country USA: 20 Germany: 20 

Sex Men: 20 Women: 20 

Age range Early 30s to early 80s 

Type of institutions: College, university, business school, research center 

Type of contract Tenured, tenure track, adjunct, other temporary contracts, retired 

Disciplines Economics, education, finance, geography, history, management, 
political science, sociology 

 

Research instrument and procedure  
 

The data used in this article were collected in the context of a large international and 

intergenerational study on paths into and out of academia, using a biographical narrative approach that 

has its roots in the Chicago School, was refined by Fritz Schütze (1983) and later by Ralf Bohnsack 

(2010). In this kind of interview, a stimulus is used to evoke a biographical narrative that the interviewer 

should not interrupt. Only after the respondent gives a clear signal that his/her narrative has ended does 

the interviewer start to ask further questions. A few follow-up questions were prepared in order to cover 

the entire life span, in case an aspect was not mentioned. Other follow-up questions emerged in response 

to the story-telling in order to obtain clarification.  

All the interviews were conducted face-to-face in German or English, depending on the 

respondent’s preference, and most lasted between 60-90 minutes (with a few exceptions of 40 and 120 

minutes). The interviews were recorded and then fully transcribed. Identifying information was removed for 

analysis and code labels were assigned to anonymize the respondents. 

Data analysis  
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Our analytical approach is designed to reveal whether the respondents spontaneously 

characterize their path into academia with terms that correspond to the way callings are theorized in the 

literature. We used qualitative content analysis (Mayring 2004) to code and interpret the interview data. 

We developed an initial code list deductively based on the relevant literature. Each member of the coding 

team (the two authors and a student assistant) independently coded the same four transcripts with the 

software MAXQDA. We also added some sub-codes inductively to capture aspects that came up in the 

interviews which we had not yet introduced from the literature. Then we discussed all our coding and 

expanded and modified the code list. After achieving a common understanding of the codes, the 

remaining 36 interviews were coded independently. At least last two members of the team reviewed each 

transcript and we regularly discussed changes to the code list (see appendix—in published version it will 

be available online). 

In addition to coding the material, we wrote thumbnail sketches for all 40 cases by summarizing 

each interview according to our main criteria and assessed whether the respondents show signs of a 

calling orientation to academia. The thumbnail sketches were written by one of the authors and modified, if 

necessary, by the other one. We thus took a two-pronged approach for data analysis, combining the 

vertical cross-cutting of the data with the horizontal assessment of each individual case. This dual 

approach proved useful for finding commonalities and differences between the cases and for generating a 

general assessment of each of the respondents’ orientations.  

Results and discussion 

We present our findings in several steps, providing insights into the richness of the data and the 

process through which we generated answers to our research questions. First we offer short cases to 

illustrate different profiles in our sample and how we categorize them in relation to callings. Then we 

explain our overall assessment of the presence of a calling orientation among our participants. Afterwards, 

we discuss our findings for each of the key features of an academic calling. 

Illustrative Thumbnail Sketches 

Table 2 presents two cases to illustrate how they relate to academia and how we assessed their 

orientation. To reflect the diversity in our sample, we chose a man and a woman in both countries; they 

are in different age brackets and in different kinds of academic institutions and contractual conditions. The 
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left hand column is a thumbnail sketch of their path, and the right hand column is our assessment of their 

orientation. 

 

Table 2: Illustrative thumbnail sketches 

Thumbnail sketch 
 
Assessment 

Woman in Germany, 40s, temporary contract at a university 
Kerstin comes from a background with no academic orientation. She 
discovered early during her undergraduate years that she loved the 
intellectual work of making her own contribution. She had a sense of fit 
with the discipline she chose as an undergraduate. She sought out 
learning opportunities in different institutions and locations, and 
developed relationships with established scholars along the way, through 
which various job opportunities arose, including a period outside 
academia, during which she sustained her research interests. She has 
persisted in pursuing her commitment to academia with a series of 
temporary contracts. 
 

 
Kerstin had an early 
calling to academia, 
feeling a sense of fit to the 
discipline and the 
intellectual context with 
colleagues. She has 
sustained her commitment 
despite not achieving a 
tenured position. 
 

Man in US, 30s, business school, tenure track 
Theodore’s father had served as a role model for educational 
achievement, but Theodore intended to work in industry. During his 
graduate studies he first discovered that he enjoyed teaching, then also 
research. The decision to stay in academia was strongly influenced by the 
“huge pressure” to do so at his highly ranked graduate school, however 
he may leave academia: “I don’t feel enough that this is it, like this is what 
I want to be for the next 30 years.”  
 

 
Theodore does not have 
a calling to academia. 
Although he enjoys 
teaching in particular, he 
does not have the degree 
of commitment he 
identifies as necessary for 
academia.  

 
 

Presence of calling-orientation among academics 
 

Almost all the participants in our sample described their engagement with academia in terms that 

correspond to having discerned and lived a calling to this occupation, although few specifically used the 

term “calling”. In the course of their narratives they referred to all the key elements in the working definition 

we compiled from the literature: feeling deeply committed to their academic work, for which they are 

intrinsically motivated; their relationship to their work was not instrumental, it was not merely a means to 

an end and they were not solely focused on advancement; rather, they described it as a meaningful 

activity with which they identified; and they persisted in pursuing it through demanding circumstances. For 

example, a respondent who consciously experimented with various kinds of occupations before choosing 

academia explained:  
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I think at the heart of the notion of calling is the idea that you feel like your work is deeply 

meaningful. I would say that I truly feel that on the teaching side. (Man in USA, university, tenure 

track, in his 30s). 

But our sample also includes cases which we would not consider as having a calling. Four 

respondents described their relationship in quite different terms than those we categorize as having 

discerned and lived a calling to academia. Although they enjoy some of the work, they do not express the 

strong intrinsic motivation and consciously place more importance on other priorities in life (e.g., family or 

another activity pursued in parallel), so that their academic work is a means of earning money and, 

sometimes, of achieving status. Their primary orientation appears to be to a job or career in academia. 

They are demographically diverse: men and women, in Germany and in the U.S., with different kinds of 

contracts (tenured professor, temporary professor, tenure-track), and in different kinds of institutions 

(university, business school, and college). Quotations from their interviews illustrate why we did not 

characterize them as having a calling orientation to academia: 

I am maybe not really so intrinsically motivated most of the time…Looking back, I see that I was 

somewhat lacking the intense persistence [fehlender Biss] that one needs in science. (Man in 

Germany, temporary professor at university, in his 40s)  

It was purely calculated …. I never wanted to be an academic… I found I enjoyed it…. The biggest 

driver of my career is my children. (Woman, tenured professor in US college, in her 40s)  

With only four respondents lacking clear signs of a calling orientation in our sample of forty 

academics we could conclude that the prototypical calling to academia is alive and well, at least among 

social scientists in Germany and the United States. However, a closer look at our data in conjunction with 

the literature leads us to refine this broad-brush conclusion.  

First, while it might not be surprising that the vast majority of our respondents exhibit a calling 

orientation, it is striking that none of them has a calling in the classical, passive sense of the term. As 

Bunderson and Thompson (2009: 34) note, since the 1980s researchers have been stripping away the 

notion’s religious roots, which include an external source of calling (such as God or destiny) and a sense 

of duty. Instead, the modern emphasis lies on “the fulfillment that doing the work brings to the individual” 

(Wrzesniewski et al. 1997: 22). We found no traces in our material of the classical German nor of the 

neoclassical categories (destiny, personal duty and sacrifice) that Bunderson and Thompson (2009) 
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documented among the zookeepers they studied. The respondents in our sample came to academia 

through an active process of testing themselves as well as testing alternative paths. We therefore 

conceive of the newer view as “agentic” because it accentuates agency, self-realization, and personal 

passion. This view corresponds to the concept of the entrepreneurial self which stands in the tradition of 

studies of governmentality and focuses on self-initiative and self-responsibility (e.g. Bröckling 2016).  

Second, unlike other studies which suggest that there is a clear differentiation between the a 

calling and a job or career orientation (Wrzesniewski et al. 1997), we found a mixture of two or three of the 

orientations in the narratives of most of the respondents we characterize as having a calling. Although 

many respondents tend to distance themselves from peers who exhibit a calculating approach to 

developing their careers, they nevertheless describe moments of strategic thinking in making their own 

decisions about their work. For example, a respondent provides a pragmatic explanation for her change 

from one discipline to another as:  

 I saw that in that discipline there are chairs, in this other discipline there are none, so I go where 

there are chairs—it did not require actually changing the content of my work (Woman in Germany, 

tenured professor, university, in her 40s). 

In light of the escalating competitive pressure in academia it could even be argued that academics today 

need to be intrinsically motivated and devoted to academia while also acting as an "entrepreneurial self" 

(Bröckling 2016). Without strategic thinking, human capital accumulation, and performative self-

presentation, it is becoming increasingly improbable to obtain a permanent post or tenure in academia. 

We deem a job orientation to be operative in our sample not only because few respondents mention that 

they would not need the money they earn from their academic activities to make ends meet, but also 

because some express concerns about unemployment or financial security in retirement. In a situation of 

growing job insecurity in academia, making a living for oneself and potentially one’s family becomes 

increasingly important; it may even temporarily override the sense of pursuing a calling. The situation of 

most academics today is very different from the men with wealthy sponsors or families of Weber’s times. 

We therefore conclude that callings in academia do not preclude working with a job or career orientation. 

Contrary to Schiller’s expectation, academics today may have to be both a “philosophischer Kopf” and a 

“Brotgelehrter”.  
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Timing of discerning and living callings in academia 
 

The traditional German literature presupposes that academic callings are experienced early in life, 

usually in adolescence. Our sample shows that callings can emerge at various points in the life span, and 

that there is a time lapse, which can extend over many years, between discerning and living a calling in 

academia. Although none of the respondents remembered having an early calling to become an 

academic, a few did indeed describe having experienced a strong desire in childhood or adolescence to 

go into science, to teach, or to address a social issue that they later pursued in academia. For example, 

one explained: 

I was driven from a … a young age to … education and learning, and … it is a thrill to be in the 

classroom, particularly with undergraduate students. That is an honour and a gift. (Woman in US, 

tenured, university, in her 50s) 

The majority of the respondents in our sample said that they had not really planned to enter academia as 

a profession. Although many started to develop a taste for it while studying for their first or second degree 

(Bachelors, Masters, Diplom), very few envisaged at that point that they would turn this interest into a 

possibly life-long commitment. The transition from being simply interested in academia to actually 

discerning a calling that they wanted to commit themselves to happened for most of these respondents 

during their doctoral studies. 

While I was writing the book [doctoral thesis], the feeling grew in me that I was enjoying what I was 

doing, it fulfilled me, and that I would actually like to continue doing this. (Man in Germany, 

temporary contract, research center, in his 40s) 

Another timing feature that emerged from the narratives is that a life span can entail sustaining a 

calling to academia while working in a different domain, then returning to academia to live the calling. A 

few respondents who had discerned a calling to academia during their studies but were discouraged by 

the tight academic labor market when they completed their degree, sustained their interest while pursuing 

another activity such consulting or school teaching. There, they continued to read and write academic 

articles, then returned to live their calling in academia. A man in Germany described how he felt while he 

was working in a job outside academia: 

I sensed that it was still burning, […] the academic fire was still there. (Now tenured professor, 

university, in his 40s) 
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In light of these findings, we concur with Bott et al. (2017: 123) that the timing of callings is variable 

rather than fixed. A modern notion of calling must therefore recognize that the timing may vary by 

individual and by domain, both for discerning and for living one’s calling.  

Source of callings 
 

Given the significance attached in the Anglo-Saxon literature to the role of external summons for 

discerning a calling (Dik and Duffy 2009; Duffy and Dik 2013), we looked for evidence in our data of 

people responding to an external summons to academia or fulfilling a destiny in following this path. But our 

respondents make no reference to receiving a signal from a voice or other kind of external force to enter 

academia. None of our respondents use expressions referring to having a gift for academia. Instead, the 

formulations the respondents use show a strong agentic position in their decision making.  

One of the things that I noted in that was that as a young child I always knew that I wanted to be a 

teacher. So, there was a piece of this that I always understood and was always attracted to. 

(Woman in US, tenured professor, college) 

Duffy et al. (2014: 565) associate the reflection and active self-exploration that we find in our data 

with the notion of finding a “perfect fit between his or her skills, values, and interests and an occupation” 

as the source of calling. Only few respondents referred to immediately sensing a perfect fit with academia. 

For example, a woman in the US who chose to get her MBA after some years in industry experienced an 

immediate sense of fit:  

The thing that kind of clinched it for me when I started to go back for the MBA…and I got on 

campus, and I was attending classes again … I was like: This is what home kind of feels like in a 

social setting, in a kind of work environment. (Woman in US, temporary contract, business school, 

in her 40s) 

Others talked about feeling that kind of match between their competences, interests and values with their 

work later in their academic life. One of the striking features of the narratives, however, is that for many of 

our respondents the fit was only partial: the occupation and conditions of academia do not fit their skills 

and interests in all ways. Unlike the zookeepers who frame even the “dirty work” they have to do as “part 

of their offering to society” (Bunderson and Thompson 2009: 51), many of our respondents would prefer to 

drop some the “dirty work” that is part of the academic enterprise (e.g., revising and resubmitting for 

publication, administrative work, and some teaching). This feature of a partial fit may be due to the fact 
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that most of the respondents did not know all that is entailed in being an academic until they took their first 

academic job, and only a few respondents speak about being attracted to the entire academic enterprise 

and way of life.  

Little did I know what all academia entailed at that point. Because you don’t know. You really 

don’t. I think when I entered the PhD program, I had a little bit of an idea of the balance between 

teaching and research, and what the profession kind of looked like, but not really. So I just knew 

that I really enjoyed the life of… being in a university…in some way. (Woman in US, temporary 

contract, business school, in her 40s)  

We therefore distinguish between an external summons as the source for a calling in the classical 

or passive sense of the term and an internal summons or internal motivation as the source for a calling in 

the secular or agentic sense. The difference can be summarized as something that one has to do versus 

something that one wants to do.  

 

Nature of callings 
 

According to the German traditional literature, the nature of academic callings is primarily a 

dedication to finding the truth. However, in our sample few respondents refer to the search for truth; 

instead most characterize their engagement in academia as driven by a learning orientation, a desire to 

understand phenomena. Typical examples of how the respondents described the nature of their interest in 

academia are: 

I want to know more exactly how something works, why something works, and I then want to 

communicate that to others, particularly to students (Man in Germany, retired from tenured 

position at a research center, in his 70s) 

I love academia. I am glad that I suffered through all the things that I went through. I love being in 

an environment, where I am always learning new things (Woman in US, tenured, business school, 

in her 60s). 

The most prominent aspect that our respondents associate with academic work and life is 

autonomy. The data shows that this concept encompasses three aspects: (a) the freedom to do what one 

is interested in and to formulate one’s own questions, (b) the freedom to choose with whom one wants to 

collaborate, and (c) the flexibility to organize one’s work and life. Characteristic explanations are: 
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I am very autonomous in how I work and I can do what I like to do, which often doesn’t even really 

feel like work. (Woman in Germany, tenured university professor, in her 50s) 

I like this freedom to collaborate, and to have students from all different disciplines across the 

university. (Woman in the US, tenure track, university, in her 50s) 

.A predominant factor in the Anglo-American literature about callings today is a pro-social 

orientation (Duffy and Dik 2013; Bunderson and Thompson 2009). Only about half of our respondents 

make any reference to their motivation to contribute to a greater good like the advancement of science or 

solving societal problems. A few academics in both countries recalled having embarked into academia 

with a desire to “change the world.” Others formulated a desire to improve society by influencing the 

political process with their research: 

In the best case, there are policy implications, where we can somehow show the mechanisms for 

change… and say… here are ways of reducing educational inequality or the disadvantages of 

certain groups… That is what attracts me to science. (Man in Germany, temporary post, research 

center, in his 40s)  

All the respondents we identified as “called” expressed a strong inner drive to self-realization and 

the desire to find meaning and purpose in their work, which corresponds to the agentic nature of callings 

in a secular context. Several emphasized that the sense of meaningfulness has to be internally self-

generated (i.e. agentically) because feedback in academia tends to be critical.  

The feeling that what one is doing somehow is meaningful or important or right, that has to come 

from oneself, because it does not come from peers, nor from supervisors. (Man in Germany, 

temporary contract, university, in his 30s)  

Therefore, we conclude that the nature of calling to academia today is primarily tied to self-realization and 

personal meaning with only half of our respondents making references to a prosocial orientation. This 

finding underscores the agentic view of callings.  

 

Role of others in perceiving and living a calling 
 

The literature on academic careers emphasizes the role of mentors at the outset (Funken et al. 

2015, Bott et al. 2017), and indeed the presence of senior academics comes through in almost all the 

interviews. Most respondents who have discerned and are living a calling in academia describe one or 
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more strong professional mentors investing in them and providing advice. Sometimes the influence came 

early and awakened an interest in academia, in the form of a parent role model or an exciting teacher at 

school. In a few cases, a positive experience with a professor in undergraduate studies was significant for 

awakening interest in a topic or as a role model. Some respondents report that working with a professor 

as a student assistant during Master or Diplom studies helped them discover what is entailed in being an 

academic, and such early jobs also laid the ground for gaining visibility to potential mentors. In several 

cases the person was made aware of his or her potential by a professor or another mentor who 

recommended they consider undertaking a doctorate.  

Actually I had a wonderful woman role model at that time while I was there [teaching in a school]. 

She kept encouraging me: No, no, you need to keep going on; get that PhD. …. That is why I went 

back and got my doctorate and entered into the academy. (Woman in US, retired tenured professor, 

university, in her 60s)  

A striking feature of the narratives is how the respondents emphasize the role of others not only in 

discerning but also in living their calling. This is significant because the literature to date has focused on 

the initial discernment, and the notion of pursuing a calling is often characterized as a lonely process. For 

example, one respondent explained that he enjoys  

pursuing ideas, crafting them, communicating them persuading others they are legit, working with 

others to develop them … but there’s a solitary dimension to calling that I don’t necessarily feel. 

(Man in US, tenure track, business school, in his 30s)  

Respondents who had already discerned a calling needed advice and guidance to be able to actually live 

their calling. Those who had left academia to work in another domain and discovered that they had 

discerned a calling to academia needed an external stimulus to make the decision to reenter academia. 

Respondents who felt called needed help to learn the rules of the academic game. 

Our data reveals that personal support from family and friends is also very important in the 

process of discerning and living a calling in academia. A woman who reentered academia after working in 

the not-for-profit-sector explained:  

It was definitely a journey. You know […] back in 199X, […] I thought I would like to go get a 

doctorate, but I didn’t really know how, or where, or…anything. And I didn’t necessarily have the 

support to do it. And […] then in 201X things had really just all come together in such a way that I 
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had the right personal support to do it. You know, my husband was so supportive. I had the ability 

and the knowledge and the connections, […] that kind of helped me […] understand what the 

process was, and how to think about things. (Woman in US, temporary contract, university, in her 

40s) 

These results confirm previous research in Germany on the role of mentors and personal support 

for holding an optimistic view of one’s own future prospects (Funken et al. 2015; Rogge 2015).The 

significance becomes all the more evident in light of the experiences of respondents who did not have this 

kind of help. The absence of supportive mentors is particularly stark in the stories of the respondents we 

characterized as not having a calling. None of them refers to the help of advisors, they were generally left 

to their own devices:  

Neither in my first nor my second project did anyone say to me, ‘listen carefully, you are getting 

older, you are in this project, you are in academia, you have to decide what you want to do, to work 

according to the rules of academia in a way that will look good on your CV.’ (Man in Germany, 

temporary contract, university, in his 40s)  

The respondents we characterize as having a calling but whose narratives reveal an absence of 

professional and/or personal support tend to explicitly or implicitly portray themselves as self-made, and 

most still do not feel they fully belong in the academic environment.  

I think I was a hybrid for a long time. I was definitely more academic than others in my activist-

circles. And in my academic circles I was more of an activist than the others. And for a long time I 

really thought that I liked this kind of division of work until I noticed that in my institution I cannot get 

ahead without peer reviewed journals, and writing those kinds of articles was a completely different 

way of working. […] I would say that in many ways I really am a self-made person, who happens to 

discover how to do things. (Woman in Germany, temporary professor, research center, in her 50s) 

We therefore conclude that the support of senior mentors as well as friends and family is vital for 

discerning and living a calling. In that sense a calling is a social rather than purely independent 

phenomenon. It still entails sponsorship, albeit quite differently than the kind from which Weber’s young 

elite benefitted.  
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Outcomes of having a calling to academia 
 

The U.S. literature on callings highlights primarily positive outcomes associated with having a 

calling (Berg et al. 2010; Conklin 2012; Duffy et al. 2012). A few studies discovered that having a calling 

can actually be a double-edged sword, because the passionate dedication to work often results in self-

exploitation (Muhr, Pedersen and Alvesson 2013) and lures people into winner-take-all-markets 

(Bunderson and Thompson 2009; Dobrow and Tosti-Kharas 2012; Rogge 2015). The metaphor that 

Weber used is harsher: he characterized following an academic calling as a hazardous undertaking, 

entailing a long period of trial with an uncertain outcome. Our findings show that engaging in an academic 

calling spans the gamut: the experience of fun and joy at work, associated with a sense of independence, 

but also frequent evidence of physical and emotional strains, including guilt and fear:  

I am happy that this way I can do things that I enjoy doing and get paid for it, I find that great! And 

that I thereby have my independence as a woman, mother, human being, and that I can advance 

my own topics. I experience that as a luxury. (Woman in Germany, tenured professor, university, in 

her 50s)  

I noticed in this phase of having a burnout that I had developed a negative personality, which also 

affected my private life. (Man in Germany, tenured professor, university, in his 50s)  

A particular source of stress stems from living with double uncertainty inherent in the “academic hazard”: 

questioning one’s ability to achieve the intellectual objectives, and not knowing whether one will move out 

of precarious contractual conditions. 

During that time [her Habilitation years] I felt like I belonged, but I was always aware: you are not 

yet in a secure post, you can still fall out. (Woman in Germany, tenured professor, in her 50s)  

The excitement of the learning and discovery process coupled with the preponderance of negative 

feedback that is characteristic of the scientific venture does indeed make for a “bittersweet symphony” 

(Knights and Clarke 2014). The uncertainty of the outcome that Weber warned of a century ago marks the 

existence of academics more than ever in the competitive market for jobs and for publication space in the 

top-ranked journals.  

Context 
 

A key and surprising finding of this study is that there were very few differences between the way 

respondents experienced callings to academia in the two cultures. This finding may indicate that the 
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internationalization of academic standards and procedures, and the high level of competition for few 

positions in both contexts outweigh the effects of culture and tradition.  

Noteworthy exceptions include the influence of international experience and references to health-

related problems. International exposure turned out to be more significant for discerning an academic 

calling in the German narratives than in the United States. Periods of study or internship abroad were 

opportunities to discover an issue to address, or to find a method or conceptual approach that the 

respondent felt was exciting to work with. However, for both groups of respondents later international 

exposure played a role in shaping how academics could live their calling. This finding supports other 

research showing that periods abroad are very important for sociologists in Germany between earning a 

doctorate and the first tenured professorship, whereas for their peers in the United States, it is more 

common to take a visiting position abroad after having achieved tenure (Beyer and Massih-Tehrani 2017). 

Also, we find more references to health-related problems (e.g., burnout) due to stress in the narratives 

from our German respondents. Both differences can be associated with the different career systems in 

Germany and the U.S. Whereas the German model of the academic career is based on the belief that 

academics have to prove themselves at different locations as expressed in the traditional prohibition of 

internal appointments, the U.S. tenure track model is essentially an organizational career that enables 

academics to rise within the organizational ranks when they meet the corresponding standards. The stress 

our respondents in Germany feel is often associated with the long years of professional uncertainty due to 

the lack of junior staff positions that are unique in international comparison (Kreckel and Zimmermann 

2014). In sum, we find differences in the career conditions our respondents experience in the two 

countries but these differences have no significant effect on the presence, timing, source, or nature of their 

calling, on the role of others or the outcomes of living a calling.  

Gender 
 

Another striking absence in our data relates to gender. We looked for gender differences in 

responses across all the coded categories. But the narratives revealed no different patterns between how 

men and women talk about discerning and living their callings to academia. This is a surprising finding, 

given the significant differences in other aspects of academic working life, for example the uneven 

distribution of resources (Ceci and Williams 2011). Even the decision about whether or not to combine a 

commitment to academia and having children did not turn out to be gendered in this sample. In fact the 
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topic was raised with contrary logics by two women in Germany: Although one professor explained she 

had chosen to pursue her academic career at the expense of having children, another said that her 

decision to enter academia was a way to combine having children and a meaningful career. A male 

respondent in the United States told a similar story. Supportive partners were mentioned by men and 

women. Whether or not the absence of difference in our data means that callings really are a gender-

neutral process, at least in academia, is a question that needs to be examined in future research.  

Implications for theory and practice 

The point of departure for this article was the observation that there are two hitherto insufficiently 

connected strands of literature about callings--the German tradition of normatively defining academic 

callings and the recent Anglo-Saxon empirical body of research about callings in different occupations. 

This observation triggered the theoretically rooted question: by drawing the two bodies of literature 

together, can one gain fresh insights into the extent to which the notion of callings is relevant in academia 

today? The data for addressing this question was generated via biographical narrative interviews with forty 

social scientists in Germany and the United States.  

The definition derived from the combined literature at the outset was: An inner drive (Berg et al. 

2010; Weber 1946) to devote oneself to an activity that is experienced as meaningful (Dik and Duffy 2009; 

Hall and Chandler 2005) and worthy of sustaining through often long and demanding trials (Weber 1946). 

Key analytical categories identified in the two bodies of literature for understanding callings were: timing, 

source, nature, role of others, outcomes. We additionally looked for effects of contextual and gender 

differences, noting that the original audience for Weber’s lecture on “Science as a Vocation” was young 

German men, whereas academics today come from more diverse backgrounds and include a significant 

proportion of women. Our study was based in two countries and the sample was gender balanced.  

Our analysis of the data advances the understanding of callings in academia by shifting the 

perspective from a static to a dynamic, and from a passive to an agentic view of callings. In doing so, it 

revises the simple binary distinction of having or not having a calling that underpins most of the empirical 

Anglo-Saxon studies for which respondents are pre-selected on the basis of a short questionnaire. 

Furthermore, it shows that for most academics in Germany and the United States today, pursuing a calling 

necessarily includes elements of a job and career orientation, a combination of Schiller’s “philosophischer 
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Kopf” and “Brotgelehrter”, because the projectification of academia and the increased competition for 

fewer tenured positions require to act as an “entrepreneurial self” (Bröckling 2016). In the following, we 

summarize our four key findings:  

(1) Most academics today experience what we term an agentic calling. The source of a calling to 

academia today is predominantly internal. None of the respondents referred to having a gift for 

academia. Rather, they discerned their calling after a process of active self-exploration. 

Traditionally, Weber (1946) and others viewed academia as something that one feels compelled 

to do. The gift and capacity for inspiration must be discovered and dutifully embraced (Jaspers 

1959 [1946]: 107). We find almost no remnant of this view in the narratives of our respondents. In 

the context of a wider societal trend to self-realization, academia has been transformed to an 

activity that people pursue because they want to and not because destiny or an external force 

requires them to make such a commitment.  

(2) Discerning and living a calling is a process not a static condition. As opposed to the traditional 

German view of a calling as a gift, something that people possess or not, our findings show that a 

calling to academia develops primarily through experience and academic socialization. The 

majority of respondents had not planned to become academics; it was only after “stumbling” or 

“slipping” into it, often after testing alternative routes, that they discerned their calling. The 

implications of this finding are far-reaching. It not only deviates from the German traditional model 

of an early calling, but also from the Anglo-Saxon view of modern career planning, and from the 

neoclassical callings experienced in early childhood (Bunderson and Thompson 2009); instead, it 

supports the idea that a calling is an agentic ongoing process of testing and experimenting, a 

process that is not necessarily linear and may include phases of actively sustaining a calling while 

working in a different domain.  

(3) Callings may pertain only to certain aspects of a job or career. Unlike callings to other professions 

(e.g., zookeeping), few respondents spoke about being attracted to the entire academic 

enterprise; most felt called to particular parts of the work (e.g., research), and resented the other 

parts, or they were disappointed when they discovered that the part they loved (e.g., teaching) 

was not considered valuable by the profession.  
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(4) Callings are to a great extent a relational activity in the sense that they are developed with the 

help of significant others. The findings of this study confirm the significance of sponsorship from 

professional mentors and personal support from family (Rogge 2015), thereby underscoring the 

social nature of the calling process.  

 

Given these findings, we characterize the calling to academia as an agentic process of seeking 

and pursuing academic work that is experienced as meaningful, a process that is inspired primarily by an 

internal summons to self-realization and personal passion, develops through experience and socialization, 

and benefits from the encouragement and support of others. This definition of a calling as agentic 

contrasts with the classical/neoclassical definition that emphasizes an external summons--usually 

received early in life--which one feels duty-bound to follow. Common to both definitions is the recognition 

that pursuing the calling entails “hazards”, and in modern work settings may bring the risk of self-

exploitation. For theory-building and future empirical research we propose conceiving of agentic and 

classical/neo-classical callings as two poles on a continuum with numerous potential variations between 

the two ideal types, as shown in Table 3.  

 

Table 3 Agentic and classical/neoclassical callings  

 Agentic 

 

Classical/Neoclassical 

Source Predominantly internal External 

Nature Self-realization and personal 
meaning 

Personal meaning and pro-
social motivation 

Timing Called through experience Early calling 

Role of 
others 

Social nature of calling Calling is rooted in oneself 

 

 

Avenues for future research include examining whether the narratives of academics in other 

settings correspond to the findings reported here, and exploring whether the findings apply to callings to 

other professions. For example, is there evidence of a trend towards agentic callings in academia in other 

countries or are there places in which academics characterize their calling in neoclassical terms, like 

modern zookeepers? The sample for this study was deliberately composed of social scientists, so a 

follow-up study should explore whether academics in other disciplines experience the process of 
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discerning and living their calling differently. Furthermore, might a survey with a very large sample reveal 

more gender differences in how callings are experienced in academia than were found in this sample of 

forty academics, or are callings more gender neutral than other aspects of working life?  

This research also offers insights for practitioners. Career counselors may be surprised by the 

finding that so many of our respondents essentially stumbled into academia, rather than entering it as a 

result of a clear career plan. Our findings suggest that a period of experimentation between different 

disciplines and also outside of academia is quite common for the phase of discernment. Career advisors 

should consider this point when dealing with people who are not yet certain about their future direction. 

Furthermore, career counsellors and deans who control budgets could build on our findings relating to the 

significance of mentors in discerning a calling, deciding to live it, and sustaining it during trying times by 

encouraging mentoring relationships and supporting networking activities, including internationally. Lastly, 

the worrisome finding about the negative effects on health and well-being of pursuing a calling in 

academia should be addressed by career counsellors, deans, and health professionals in academic 

institutions.  
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Appendix: Coding categories relating to callings in academia 

Timing of calling 
 Childhood, adolescence  
 At university 

Discovered after trying other discipline 
 Later after other activity  

Sustained outside academia 
Source of calling 

External summons   
Internal summons  
Perfect fit   
Destiny    
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Other    
Nature of calling 

Resilience   
Devotion, dedication  
Prioritizing work  
Natural gift    
Meaning of work 

Pro-social   
Personally meaningful  

Academic recognition   
Inner direction   
Content of calling  
  Autonomy 
  Academic discipline  
  Learning orientation 
  Search for truth  

Method    
Topic    
Teaching   
Research  

Calling self-description  
Not a calling 
 Leaving academia, plans or ideas  
 Career orientation/strategic thinking  
 Job orientation      
Role of others 

Professional mentors/advisors 
 Presence  
 Absence   
Personal support 
 Presence  
 Absence  
Family expectations/influence  
Role models 

Negative   
Positive   
Family    
Professional  

Outcome 
Emotions relating to work 

Negative  
Positive   

Fun  
Work-life issues   

Context 
Conditions 

Hindering  
Facilitating   

International comparison  
 
 


